TAMPA — Independent Florida Seminole Bobby C. Billie became alarmed, then angry, recently,
when he saw an Internet page about the Seminole Indians titled “New Comers.” The page, produced
by the National Park Service (NPS), was found on the website for the Castillo de San Marcos
National Monument in St. Augustine.
The page was linked with other pages describing several Native American cultural groups associated
with the 339-year-old Spanish fort. The page provided a curious unsourced “history” of the Seminole
Indians that declared “The Seminole Indians are not an indigenous tribe originally native to Florida,”
and used outdated history in further declaring there were only “a handful of aboriginal natives left in
Florida,” during the “17th and early 18th centuries.”
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Billie, 68, a respected American Indian activist known across Indian Country, was familiar with this
“faux history” of the Seminoles and the political implications of separating today’s Seminoles from
their aboriginal ancestors the Calusa, Timucuuan and others. Once again he went into action,
preparing an objection to the NPS page and mailing it to more than 75 public officials and foreign
leaders (from President Obama to Queen Elizabeth to Miami Dade County Commissioners) and
passed it out at the recent Viva La Florida gathering, hoisted by Florida Secretary of State Kurt
Browning in Tampa.
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Following a call from The Seminole Tribune to the Castillo de San Marcos park manager Gordie
Wilson, the offending page was removed from the NPS site. Wilson, who said he was not aware of
Billie’s objections or any problems with the site’s content, assigned a staff member to review the
history.
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Here are excerpts from Billie’s lengthy colorful writing, published just as it was written (including
spelling, capitalization and formatting) by Bobby C. Billie.
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Council of the Original Miccosukee Simanolee Nation Aboriginal People

Facts and Message to european american people and other immigrant
people who came from the other countries illegally, and uninvited, and brutally forced themselves
into our Aboriginal Indigenous Land (Indian Land)
August 8, 2011
Our Ancestors fought and struggled and died for us.
They never gave up the Land or the Rights that we hold onto today.

In the 1700s and 1800s, we made an Agreement, Aboriginal Indigenous Simanolee Nation
and the american government and the president of the american flag of the people. Which says: You
are not supposed to be disturbing our Land: You are not supposed to be surveying or selling our
Land. You are not supposed to be moving into our Land, and you are not supposed to be bringing
your law into our Land.
Everything that was said at that time, we still hold on to it, to continue to pass it on, to the next
generation. We didn’t sign the Agreement in the early 1800’s because it is easy to change the
written papers. We only “shake hands,” and with that, we remember, because it has been passed on
from generation to generation to generation to generation, and nothing has changed towards that
agreement, since the time we “shake hands.”
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In our Way of Life, we never change what has been said. We Honor our Words. When we agree to
something and we “shake hands” it means more than a written paper. It means: We Honor and Trust
the Words that have been said between us, and we “shake hands” to Respect the Agreement
between us. With that, the Agreement has never been broken on our side – We Honor our Words,
and we Honor the “shake hands.”
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That makes us the Human Being. But the Agreement was broken on your side. You broke your own
law. Some of the words that were said at that time were documented on the papers by your side.
But, also a lot of things were said, beyond those papers, and we have passed those words on to
generation to generation to generation to generation to this day.
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The Elders have said:
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“If you break your words, the boundary of the Agreement,
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we have a right to take that land back under our hand again,
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because you broke the Agreement,
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and you broke your own law.”

You think you have a right moving onto our Land, but that is not what has been said at that
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time.
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“If you break your words, the boundary of the Agreement,
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we have a right to take that land back under our hand again,
because you broke the Agreement,
and you broke your own law.”

That is what has been said, and that has never been changed. So, we have a right to do what
we want to do, in the one you call Florida State, and beyond because you broke the Agreement.
In the earlier days, before you called it Florida, when there were not too many newcomers in the one
you call Florida, we lived our way of life, we hunted and fished and camped and lived through out
the one you call Florida and beyond just as our Ancestors did. We still hold onto those Rights. It is
the white people and the others who broke the Agreement. The government and the president are
supposed to communicate with us if there is something they want to do, and it has not been done
yet. Nobody has sat down and talked to us. We still hold onto our Rights to the one you call Florida

and beyond. We see you as the people who have promised and promised and promised, but have
broken and broken and broken those promises. The law you follow cannot be trusted, and not only,
“cannot be trusted” – you use that law to steal, kill, lie and cheat.
The Council of the Original Miccosukee Simanolee Nation Aboriginal People resists all federal, state,
county, and local government actions that change or destroy:
Our Way of Life,
Our Spiritual/Religious Customs,
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Aboriginal Indigenous Land (Indian Land),
Sacred Grounds, Natural Areas,
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Natural Systems,
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or Wildlife.
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The Council of the Original Micccosukee Simanolee Nation Aboriginal People Defend,
Preserve and Protect the Rights of Aboriginal Indigenous People to follow the Natural Laws created
into Aboriginal Indigenous People by the Creator (God) Himself at the beginning of the Creation of
Life.
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Aboriginal Indigenous People have the Right to Protect their Way of Life, Spiritual/Religious
Customs, Aboriginal Indigenous Lands (Indian Lands) and Sacred Islands, Sacred Burial Grounds,
Sacred Sunlight, Sacred Waters, Sacred Air, Sacred Grounds, Sacred Mountains, Natural Areas,
Natural Systems and Wildlife from the aggression of the government system of the american flag of
the people:
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A system of government that has continually and brutally sought to eliminate
Aboriginal Indigenous People and their Right to live on their own
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Aboriginal Indigenous Land (Indian Land),
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A system of government that has sought to extinguish our Rights to live
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our Way of Life and follow our Spiritual/Religious Customs
created into us by the Creator (God) Himself
at the beginning of the Creation of Life.

Aboriginal Indigenous People have a right to protect what is in our Land. As long as your
hand touches or you even think towards Aboriginal Sacred Burial Grounds or Burial Islands,
Aboriginal Remains, Aboriginal Belongings, Aboriginal Ceremonial Grounds, or Aboriginal Villages
or Aboriginal Under Water Sacred Grounds, Aboriginal Sacred Waters, or Aboriginal Sacred Natural
Areas, Sacred Mountains, or the Natural Creation, you are directly damaging our Way of Life, and
bringing sickness into the World. We have a Right to Protect ourselves and our Way of Life, the
Sunlight, the Water, the Air, the Lands, the Trees, the Birds, the Fish, the Insects, Animals, and all
that is Sacred to us.
Aboriginal Indigenous People, of their own Aboriginal Indigenous Land (Indian

Land), have followed their Way of Life and the Natural Laws given to them by the
Creator (God) Himself since the beginning of the Creation of Life.
There was no such thing as america until european americans and other immigrants came
into our Land. They didn’t have a law at that time, and they didn’t have an understanding or Respect
for the Creator’s Law of this Land. Somehow, over time, they created their own man-made system of
law – they call it under the american flag of the people. It is only 500 years or less, just a short time,
just like five seconds to us.
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The american system of government of laws under the american flag of people was created in
opposition to the already existing Aboriginal Indigenous Natural Laws in Aboriginal Indigenous Land
(Indian Land). Illegal, immigrant, european americans and other immigrants, created their own
laws, constitutions, by-laws, regulations, rules, and agreements in order to govern themselves. That
is why we call your laws man-made laws.
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Later on, european americans and other immigrants created the labels: federally recognized tribes,
government-to-government, tribal relations, consultations, agreements and memorandums of
understandings.
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These labels continue to disrupt and damage the sanctity of the relationship between Nations of
Aboriginal Indigenous Peoples of their own Land. This is one way european americans and the other
immigrants divide Aboriginal Indigenous People and place them in opposition against each other. By
using these labels, illegal, immigrant european americans and other immigrants are discriminating
and abusing Aboriginal Indigenous People and violating the Human Rights and Spiritual/Religious
Rights of the Aboriginal Indigenous People of their own Land –the ones who still follow their own
Law and Way of Life given to them by the Creator (God) Himself at the beginning of the Creation of
Life.
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This system, created by the european americans and the other immigrant people,
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violates the Aboriginal Indigenous Peoples’ Rights to practice their Way of Life
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and their Spiritual Relationship with their Lands, Waters, Trees, Plants, Animals,

for future generations yet to come.
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and all the others necessary for the continuance of their Way of Life
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The american system of government, under the american flag of people, federal, state,
county, and local governments, national and state park service, national and state forest service,
department of transportation, water management districts, u.s. army corps of engineers,
archeologists, and all the others, continue to attempt to impose a system of man-made laws, created
by european american immigrants and other immigrants, who came from other countries, and
aggressively and forcibly settled illegally, and uninvited among Aboriginal Indigenous People living
in harmony with the Natural Creations of Life, in Aboriginal Indigenous Land (Indian Land),
following the Natural Laws created into them by the Creator (God) Himself at the beginning of the
Creation of Life.
Aboriginal Indigenous People never went to other peoples’ countries, and destroyed their culture
and their lands. Aboriginal Indigenous People have always remained in their own Land where the
Creator (God) meant us to be.

The Council of the Original Miccosukee Simanolee Nation Aboriginal People has never given up their
Rights to their Aboriginal Indigenous Lands (Indian Lands) or their Rights to follow and council
themselves under the Natural Laws created into Aboriginal Indigenous People by the Creator (God)
Himself at the beginning of the Creation of Life.
Our Elders Defended themselves against the aggressive attacks during the american
wars against the Simanolee Nation. They Defended their
Right to Live, as they have always lived, and right to

at the beginning of the Creation of Life.
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follow the Natural Laws given to them by the Creator (God) himself
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No matter what kind of laws, rules, regulations or jurisdictions you make it is not going to
work. Those laws, rules, regulations or jurisdictions are not our laws, rules, regulations or
jurisdictions. You came from other countries from across the Ocean. You have a right to regulate
your own people and manage over your own populations, but you cannot regulate or manage
Aboriginal Indigenous People of their own Land because you broke the law when you came across
the boundary of the Agreement. You broke your own law. You do not honor yourselves, and not only
that – You came across the Ocean from other countries into our Land illegally.
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Aboriginal Indigenous People have their own Law to follow and Way of Life to live created into them
by the Creator (God) Himself at the beginning of the Creation of Life. We cannot accept other
peoples’ laws. We have to maintain what the Creator (God) Himself created for us to follow.
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The Creator (God) Himself gave Aboriginal Indigenous People the Responsibility to take care of His
Creation, and He gave them the Knowledge and Law to follow to pass it on to generation to
generation to generation to generation to the next generation, to do the same thing. What the
Creator (God) Himself told them to do, at the beginning of the Creation of Life. And that is what
Aboriginal Indigenous People, of their own Land, throughout the Creator’s (God’s) Creation do.
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All Creation has a right to survive on this Earth and raise their families, same as you
do. We all breathe the same Air, we all drink the same Water, and we all live on the
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same Earth and when the Sun rises it shines on all people, not just those that entered
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our Land illegally. You are violating the Rights of the Council of the Original
Miccosukee Simanolee Nation Aboriginal People, and the Rights of the Birds,
Animals, Reptiles, Fish, Insects, Plants, Trees, and Waters, and All Others
a part of the Creator’s (God’s) Creation.
You cannot separate the Land, the way you think, with imaginary lines, because it is all
connected. It is one Earth. All Creation is Sacred (Holy) to Aboriginal Indigenous People. We cannot
separate the Creator’s (God’s) Creation. All His Creation is connected and Sacred (Holy) to us, for us
to take care of, and make sure His Creation is not disturbed or damaged so we can pass on what He
gave us, at the beginning of the Creation of Life, to the next generation of Unborn Life.

You, the Illegal immigrant european american people and other immigrants from the
other countries, have an obligation to accept responsibility for the devastation,
destruction, and desecration that resulted from the creation of your
own man-made system of laws.
And,
You have an obligation to Us, the Original Aboriginal Indigenous People of this Land,
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And,

You have an obligation to Them, the Unborn Life, and to all the other Life: the
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Water, the Air, the Trees, the Plants, the Grasses, the Rivers, the Streams, the Oceans,
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the Animals, the Fish, the Birds, the Insects, the Reptiles, and all the others.
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All Aboriginal Indigenous People have to have their own Language, their own Teachings,
their own Garden, their own Care of their own People, and all those Creations that have been
mentioned because Aboriginal Indigenous People do have a Responsibility of their own, given to
them by the Creator (God) Himself, at the beginning of the Creation of Life.
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Our Elders Defended themselves, against the aggressive attacks, during the American wars, against
the Simanolee Nation, and Defended the Right to Live, as they have always lived, and the Right to
follow the Natural Laws of the Creator. We are those People and we are still Defending our Rights.
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European american people, and the other immigrants living illegally on our Aboriginal Indigenous
Land, never paid us for our Land.
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Our Land is not for sale or to be given away.
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And you said: as long as we are living in Aboriginal Indigenous Land (Indian Land), you do
not have to pay taxes, or for health care services, and you said: the american law, itself, is going to
protect you – that is what you have said at that time – and that we have not forgotten. Even today,
what you have said, maybe you turn around, and say it differently, but that is you not us.
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The Aboriginal Indigenous People of this Land never created the money or the papers. The other
people, the other cultures, who came into our Land, and later became the americans, are the ones
who created the money, the papers, and all the other material things. When they came into our
Land, they killed our People, and took things away from our People, and they started making things
up as they went along. The so-called “Allocation of Funds” is one of those. By setting aside the
money, it made the american people think they were going to buy the Land.
But, they never spoke with the Simanolee People or Aboriginal Indigenous People. We never knew
what took place at that time. It is not our money. It is the american peoples’ own idea. It has nothing
to do with us, and our Land. So, even if the money has been accepted by the Seminole Tribe of
Florida, Inc., Seminole Nation of Oklahoma, Miccosukee Tribe or other people “claiming to be
independent Seminoles, it was accepted on their behalf – not ours. The money has nothing to do with
the Council of the Original Miccosukee Simanolee Nation Aboriginal People because our Elders have
said:

Our Land is not for sale or to be given away.
We know how the archeologists, anthropologists, historians, and the others write about our
People in the history books, and other books about our People. What they write is wrong – just
imaginative stories – just fiction! Repeated and repeated, but not the truthful history. These people,
the archaeologists, anthropologists, historians, and the others are trying to change the history of our
People. For example: They have written, in their books, that the Simanolee People come from the
“Creek”. The Simanolee People did not come from the Creek. They came from the Earth, and the
Law we follow comes from the Creator (God) Himself at the beginning of the Creation of Life.
When Columbus, Ponce de Leon, Pedro Menendez, Desoto and the others came into
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our Land, with their armies, to steal gold, silver, and other things that were of value to
the Aboriginal Indigenous People, they committed terrorist, criminal actions against
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the Aboriginal Indigenous People of their own Land.
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They murdered, raped, tortured, and slaughtered Innocent Aboriginal Indigenous
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People. They chased them down with the dogs, and tortured and slaughtered our
People -young or old, the women or the men, children or babies. They died for us, and
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Columbus, Ponce de Leon, Pedro Menendez, Desoto, and the others should not
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be commemorated or celebrated.
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They were nothing more than cold-blooded, savage killers.
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European american people still talk about the terrible things Hitler did to the people. They
think it was so awful what he did, but what the european americans and other immigrants did to the
Aboriginal Indigenous People, of their own Land, is far, far, far worse than what Hitler did.
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American people point out to other countries, but they never see themselves

Aboriginal Indigenous People around the World.
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for what they have done to the Simanolee People and other
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The War Crimes against Aboriginal Indigenous People cannot go unpunished and
must be stopped.

When the european american immigrants and other immigrants, came into our Land, they
heard our language. They didn’t understand what the people were saying because it wasn’t their
language, but they gave names to our people according to what they thought they heard. But it is
not the way we talk, and it is not the language we call ourselves. It is not the true names.
These are just a few things. We have many untold, factual stories, what the European americans,
and the other immigrants, who came from the other countries, have done to our People. The true
history has never been talked about, what really took place, but the factual stories will come out –
there are plenty of them.

Non-Indigenous People, people outside our Culture,
do not have a right to tell about our People
or to try to reenact our Way of Life because they
are not born into our Culture, and never will understand.
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The Council of the Original Miccosukee Simanolee Nation Aboriginal People would never
touch or disturb white peoples’ graves or any other peoples’ graves: human remains or grave items.
We do not dig up the human remains and grave items of white people or other people. We respect
your graves. White people and other people need to learn to respect themselves and they need to
Respect our Burials – Aboriginal Human Remains and Belongings, and stop digging them up and
leave them alone.
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Maybe archeologists should start digging up their own european american and other newcomers’
graves to feed, raise, and educate their kids because this is what they are doing to Aboriginal
Indigenous Peoples’ Sacred (Holy) Burial Grounds, Ceremonial Grounds, and Villages. They are
digging them up to make money to feed, raise, and educate their kids and they continue to pass the
bad things on to their kids by bringing in the young volunteers to educate them to dig up our
Ancestors. It is a sickness these people are passing on to their young ones. These simple grave
robbers are making money off our Ancestors and their Belongings under the name of so-called
experts – archaeologists and anthropologists, historic preservation officers, and all the others.
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The so-called experts, with their degrees, are using those names to allow the stealing
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and robbing of our Sacred Belongings and Aboriginal Indigenous Remains.
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The Council of the Original Miccosukee Simanolee Nation Aboriginal People know it is not right
what the white people or other people are doing to our Sacred (Holy) Burials, Ceremonial Grounds
and Villages. It is wrong what you are doing, and the Council of the Original Miccosukee Simanolee
Nation Aboriginal People and Mother Nature is getting more and more angry about the disturbances
of our Grounds. You need to Respect our Grounds and leave them alone.
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European american immigrants, and other immigrants who came into our Land
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illegally do not have a connection with our People.
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They do not have the right to remove our People or their Belongings
from their Burial Grounds or
have the Right to conduct Reburials of our People.
When the european american immigrants and other immigrants
do those things, they are breaking
The Creator’s (God’s) Law

So, again no matter what kind of law you create on your own, giving you the right to disturb
our Grounds, we still know it is wrong what you are doing, because the Council of the Original
Miccosukee Simanolee Nation Aboriginal People has their own Law – The Natural Law – the Law of

the Human Beings. The Council of the Original Miccosukee Simanolee Nation Aboriginal People
has carried the Natural Law from the beginning of Creation of Life, and we are not going to change
that, no matter what kind of law you come up with on your own.
Aboriginal Indigenous People are not breaking anybody’s laws. Illegal, immigrant european
americans, and other immigrants, are the ones who are breaking the law – The Natural Law of this
Land.
Our Culture is not your culture to take care of.
Our Culture is ours to take care of.
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European american immigrants and the other immigrants came forcibly, illegally, and uninvited into
our Land and became the so-called americans. Because of the money, european americans took
away the Future of the Unborn Life of generations yet to come.
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If all the Natures and Natural Systems are destroyed the money is not going to help you, the
technology is not going to help you, and there will be no running water for your house anymore.
There is no other place to go. There is no other place like the Mother Earth.
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We see you going up and down in the space hoping to find water and another place to live. All that
junk you sent up in the space will come back down on us. We understand that the space program has
been stopped and we were glad to hear that, because, that is what needed to happen.
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When the illegal, immigrant, european americans first saw our Land they said:
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“It is like a Paradise”.
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But later on they destroyed our Paradise.
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Illegal, immigrant, european americans, and other immigrants have been damaging,
destroying, and desecrating Aboriginal Indigenous Peoples’ Way of Life since their arrival on our
Land. Which is, the Creator’s (God’s) Way. The Way we are suppose to do things, and that is the Way
we have always been living our Way of Life since the beginning of the Creation of Life from
generation to generation, to generation to generation, to this day.
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Aboriginal Indigenous People keep everything Natural and in Balance. We are Protecting the Future
of the next generation, the Future of All Creation of Life. That is why we do not hurt the Mother
Earth, and that is why we have survived so many millions of years.
Just think about what you have done to damage, destroy and
desecrate the Creator’s (God’s) Gift – His Creation of Life.
You started cutting all the trees, and you slaughtered animals for recreation and you started
building houses, high-rise buildings, shopping malls, new towns, roads and highways, vehicles,
trains, railroads, airplanes, bullets, and guns. And you drilled deep into the Mother Earth for oil and
gas, and dug deep into the Mother Earth and into the Mountains for materials: coal and uranium for
electricity and weapons, and steel to make the vehicles, airplanes, trains, and space ships.
Developers drained the Wetlands to build more and more houses and more and more golf courses
and by draining the Wetlands, whole Ecosystems were changed forever. You changed the course of
Rivers and used them for dumping sites of toxic chemicals and sewage, and you dammed up Rivers

and flooded Lands to cool the nuclear reactors of the big nuclear power plants, and you dammed up
the Rivers for hydroelectric power, and you dumped waste, chemicals, and all kinds of things into
our Oceans, and you started piling up all your waste and garbage on our Land.
We did not use to have mountains in Florida, but now, because there are so many people, the human
waste and garbage is piling up, and piling up, so high it is beginning to look like mountains in
Florida. You introduced invasive species of all kinds, including your ideas, which continue to
damage, destroy and desecrate our Way of Life, and the Future of All Creation.
And just think about what you have done in the so-called “Protected Lands” and
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“Wilderness Lands”:
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By putting more and more people out into the Natural Areas and Wilderness Areas you have
damaged the Natural Areas and Natural Systems with more and more facilities: campgrounds,
bathrooms, parking areas, concession stands, viewing areas, roads, trails, off road vehicles trails,
boat ramps, watercraft, management facilities, and tourist information centers. Cars, trucks, off road
vehicles, motor bikes, boats coming and going 24 hours, seven days a week, the Nature never gets a
chance to rest, or renew itself, to come back into balance.
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If you want to maintain these areas, as you say you do, as Natural Areas and
Wilderness Areas, you need to restrict the people to “Walking in and walking out”. No
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vehicles, no watercraft and no facilities of any kind.
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And,
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You need to Respect and Protect our Sacred Waters by limiting the numbers of people
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and recreational activities that take place at our Sacred Springs, Creeks Rivers, and
Lakes so that these Sacred Waters can renew themselves from the constant abuse of
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recreational activities that takes place on our Sacred Waters.
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People use to complain about the exhaust from the cars and trucks – the black smoke coming
from the mufflers. Today we don’t see the black smoke coming out of the vehicles, and people think
it is good because they cannot see it anymore, but the exhaust is still coming out, and this is
changing the Mother Earth – and still continues to change the Air we Breathe.
All of these damaging, destructive and desecrating actions, we have mentioned, are
causing climatic changes: earthquakes, volcanoes, and tornados,
and it is going to get worse, if you continue with those things.
Aboriginal Indigenous People are not destroying all those things because we care
about the next generation yet to come.
We see illegal, immigrant, european americans, and other immigrants destroying the
Mother Earth, the Creator’s (God’s Gifts), and destroying their own future of

generations yet to come, and that must be stopped!
You need to think about and care about your kids, your grandkids, great-grandkids and
unborn grandkids. That is how far we look at it, and that is how far you must begin to look at it, and
that is why we don’t create the guns, or electricity, or computers and we don’t dig oil, or coal, or dig
canals or ditches, build cars, airplanes, trains, highways or all the others things you have done on
our Aboriginal Indigenous Land (Indian Land), the Creator’s (God’s) Creation.
The young people must do something because it is your future and your children’s
future we are defending and speaking about.
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Now, because of all those damaging disturbances, the Natural Cycles can no longer function
like they used to: The Rains do not come on time anymore. The Winter does not come on time
anymore. The Sky and Clouds are not like they used to be anymore.
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The Oceans and the Life that live in the Oceans are not the same anymore. The Sky and the Life that
lives in the Sky are not the same anymore. The Rivers, Creeks, Springs, and Lakes and the Life that
lives in the Rivers, Creeks, Springs, and Lakes are not the same anymore. The Land is not the same
anymore and all the Life that lives on the Land is not the same anymore, and the Snow is not the
same anymore. It is not snowing in the Mountains any more like it used to. It does not take a
scientist or a so-called expert with a degree to see these changes. The scientists or so-called experts
with the degrees, following the man-made system, need to stop manipulating data and information
for money. This manipulation and falsifying of data and information is used to justify continuing the
destructive actions which is destroying the Natural Cycles.
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The Mother Earth is getting older and will die out if we do not take care of her.
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The way things are going in the modern life, as they call it, there will be no future, because
you do not value the Mother Earth and what the Creator (God) gave us. You are destroying it. You
measure everything with the value of the dollar, gold, diamonds, and silver, and all the other
material things. Because of this, all good things are disappearing, and all that was good in Life is
vanishing, and all those technologies and all those machines people rely on will also disappear.
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“Do not imagine, in your own minds, things to create.
The things I give you are real, hold on to them, and

if you do, you can survive for many generations to come.”
That is what the Creator has said.

But people thinking they are smarter than the Creator, “Let’s create this and that” – they are
killing themselves. You need to listen to the Creator. What has been given to you, the Creator’s
(God’s) gift, has to be protected. When you hear the words spoken, All Creation, to us, that is what
we mean. It does not mean one nation or one culture. When people think that way, one nation, one
culture, they become greedy and prejudice, and they no longer have Sacred or Holiness in their
minds. When that happens it disturbs the other Cultures, by killing, stealing and lying, and cheating.
That kind of mind is causing the taking and destroying of other Cultures, their Way of Life, and their
Law. Their Sacredness and their Holiness is being destroyed by the people of the minds believing in
one nation and one culture.

–
We know what we are saying. All Aboriginal People are living on their own Land, on different parts
of the Earth, where the Creator (God) meant them to be and the value of each Culture needs to be
Respected. We don’t know if you understand or not, but it is the same as when the Creator (God)
planted the different Life of the Trees in different parts of the Earth. All Creation has to be where
the Creator (God) Himself created them on that part of the Earth – that is where they need to be.
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What you call invasive species – that is YOU – the illegal immigrant european Americans and other
immigrants. You have invaded this Land and damaged, destroyed and desecrated, what was planted
here, by the Creator (God). You are just like the other invasive plants and animals, and fish that
have caused damage and destruction to the Natural Creation.
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All Creation has been disturbed, either the Plants, either Rivers, or Mountains, and Trees, and all the
other Creations have been disturbed by some people who have the minds focusing only on the
material things, or their own comfort, or their on benefit – only thinking of themselves. Those People
are destroying all the Sacredness and Holiness, the Natural Way that was suppose to be Healing the
people of the Earth. It is disappearing. It is going faster than you think. And when that happens:
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You are not going to survive. You are not going to win.
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In the minds of illegal, immigrant european americans and other immigrants, they
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think they are going to conquer the World, but thinking like that is a big mistake.
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Mother Nature is going to conquer you, and seeing that Aboriginal Indigenous People

by

are so worried, afraid and scared for you because you are not going to win. It is
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around the corner.
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Aboriginal Indigenous People are going to continue living, our Way of Life, on the
Creator’s Land – His Creation, with the Knowledge, Responsibility and Way of Life
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that was created into Aboriginal Indigenous People at the beginning of the Creation of
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Life to follow. But you, illegal european american immigrants, and the other
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immigrants, you are going to destroy yourselves through your own man-made system
of laws that do not Respect the Creator’s (God’s) Natural Laws or Respect the Life, and
the Future of Life.
European americans, and other immigrants, who came illegally and uninvited, from the other
countries have an obligation to Respect and Care for the Creator’s (God’s) Creation. That is what the
Council of the Original Miccosukee Simanolee Nation Aboriginal People is Responsible for, so that
All Creation will continue Forever.
The United Nations Declaration of Indigenous Rights recognizes Indigenous Peoples and
the urgent need to Respect and Promote the Inherent Rights of Indigenous Peoples which

derive from their politics, economic and social structures and from their cultures,
spiritual traditions, histories and philosophies, especially their rights to their Lands,
territories and resources and Promotes the Rights of Indigenous People affirmed in
treaties, agreements, and other constructive arrangements with States, and recognizes
that control by Indigenous People over development affecting Them and their Lands and
Resources will enable them to maintain and strengthen their institutions, cultures and
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traditions and to promote development in accordance with aspirations and need.
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Aboriginal Indigenous People, that follow the Natural Laws created into the Aboriginal
Indigenous People by the Creator (God) Himself at the beginning of the Creation of Life, were born
into and have Rights that go way beyond these words created by the United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. This Declaration is considered a “minimum standard” for nonindigenous people to begin working towards fulfilling their obligation to Aboriginal Indigenous
People.
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Aboriginal Indigenous People will continue to Defend
the Future of Life against your attacks on
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their Way of Life, and the Natural World:
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the Sunlight, the Water, the Air, the Land, the Trees,
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the Birds the Animals, the Fish, the Insects, and
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All that is Sacred to Us, as our Elders have done since
the illegal, aggressive, and brutal immigration, of the
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european americans, and the other immigrants,
into our Aboriginal Indigenous Land.
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The Creator (God) himself gave us the Rights to live in His Land.
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The Creator (God) Himself created the Original Aboriginal Indigenous People into
the Land at the beginning the Creation of Life and
The Creator (God) created into the Aboriginal Indigenous People the Natural Law at
the beginning of the Creation of Life.
This is the True Statement of the Council of the Original Miccosukee Simanolee
Nation Aboriginal People
Please follow and like us:
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